
Dear Chief Executive Officer at KCDC & Mat Marois, Housing New Zealand Ltd 

@: submissions@kapiticoast.govt.nz &  mat.marois@wsp.com 

Application Number: RM190125 

We reside at 7 Kaitawa Crescent, Paraparaumu.  The property referred to as bordering north 

(although we would call this west) of the proposed subdivision Lot 62 DP23300, 35 Kaitawa Crescent, 

Paraparaumu.  

We oppose the application and also support the submission by Paul Marlow, 33 Kaitawa Crescent, 

5032 & other submissions by fellow neighbours.  They’ve all included/raised multiple issues/impacts 

that we support and have not reiterated here.  

Reason for submission: 

Specific parts of the application that my submission relates to are:  

1. Subdivision of the section - high density housing in low density area – increased person on 

smaller section 

2. Two Lvl, 3+1 (4) bedroom home bordering our property – loss privacy, increase in noise 

level. 

3. Storm water run-off / sewage disposal  

4. Building consent has been approved? 

My submission is:  

Include further details on whether you support, oppose or are neutral on the application or specific 

parts of it and reasons for your views. 

1. Subdivision of the section – non-complying activity under Rule 5A.5(2) 

The purpose of this bylaw is to ensure a healthy outdoor environment for its occupants and 

neighbours.   

 High density housing in a low density area – Find it unusual that you would permit a section 

of this size to be split in this area and two new houses to be built, in particular the sizes of the 

houses p/land.  Surely a single larger house with a garden section would be a better fit in the 

community.  This isn’t Auckland/Wellington CBD, we don’t want to encourage small sections 

and mass populating.  If this is permitted with one section, what is to stop others wanting to 

do the same thing?  How will you control this?  Seems to be a slippery slope for the Kapiti 

coast given we can safely assume population increases along with infrastructure 

improvements over time.  

 

2. Proposed Lot 2 - Two Lvl, 3 +1 (4) bedroom home bordering our property – loss of privacy, 

increase in noise level. 

 This will 100% impact our environment and privacy. Which will therefore impact the 

residents at the new build too.  By having the proposed two-story and the placement of the 

outdoor deck/area, they will be elevated and have direct view over the back fence into our 

outdoor area and rear of our property.  This is the area that we spend majority of our time, 

Garage, BBQ, sitting area for breakfast, lunch, dinners, grass area we play, swing in the tree 

litererary by the fence, vegetable areas (where we are planning on building our daughters 
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tree house), etc.. it also means they will have a clear view into our kitchen, laundry, 

bathroom, toilet, and two bedrooms windows.  The beauty of this property and big part of 

the reasons with us purchasing it was that we loved the privacy and natural environment for 

birdlife.  It will be a huge impact having to deal with people now being able to see what we 

are doing in our day-to-day life, or even been worried about them been able to see into the 

windows is an impact - after the fact that we bought the property.  When I initially enquired 

with the Housing New Zealand, they advised that the impact would be minimal, after 

reviewing the plans we don’t think they have correctly advised us, in that the deck area, 

leading into the lounge actually will be at such elevated and at a height that they will have a 

clear view into our property, as we will into there’s. Let alone the second story windows. 

 We are also concerned around the additional noise – backing up our decision to purchase 

this property was based on it being quiet, an opportunity for us to have a family (which we 

now have) in a quiet environment, having and encouraging birdlife in our garden.  We are 

concerned that by permitting two new dwellings on such a small section would impede that.  

Having a two-story house so close to our fence, with their main outdoor area literary on our 

fence line would impact this, let alone the addition of two-dwellings with potentially 10-12 

people on the section behind us.  Would definitely impact this. 

 

3. Storm water/Sewage disposal – We also would like to express concern around the storm 

water disposal and sewage disposal sustainability.   

o Storm water - We already experience flooding during winter when it rains a lot, this 

has/can cause our garage to flood, our lawns to become ‘wet’ and a ‘river of sort’ 

down our driveway.  Our concern is around water displacement by having two 

dwellings, concreted areas, etc… elevated and behind us. We’ve read about the 

pumps, proposed pathway/driveways,  etc… However, one can logistically assume 

that the water run-off has one place to go, downhill, which will be directly into our 

already flood proned property.  What happens then? Would we be responsible with 

the financial impacts of having to create sink pits, additional/new drainage etc… 

again, something that we have dealt with in our current environment, but don’t 

deem a fair impact due to two new dwellings being built on an elevated section 

behind/above us. We can safely assume that the weather will only get worse as our 

environment changes. 

o Sewage disposal – Lot 2 would need to connect into the sewage on our property.  

Whilst we understand this, we do question the additional sustainability with this… it 

is safe to assume the infrastructure is old, by connecting a 3+1 bedroom house 

would add extra, what happens if it doesn’t sustain, this will again impact us and our 

property.  By having a single dwelling, this would be eliminated by using the current 

sewage disposal.  Housing NZ has also confirmed that they would replace our fence 

and bordering mature trees if damaged, however it should be noted that out tree 

line is mature and provides privacy.  The time it would take for new trees to grow 

sufficiently to provide the privacy required is questionable given there is already a 

current sewage line that could be used for a single dwelling. 

 

Building consent has been approved? 

I question how this could have been done, I find it even more interesting that Opus advised that 

there are no affected parties, I deem ourselves and other neighbours affected given: 



 Our privacy will be hugely impacted  

 There is potential for flooding due to water displacement with having 2 x dwellings on the 

property directly elevated behind us.  We acknowledge the pump feature, however what 

happens if this stops working, we are already experiencing erratic weather conditions that will 

only get worse, why isn’t this thought of?  

 They need to dig up our land/garden to connect to the current sewage disposal, what about the 

current infrastructure fails, are we guaranteed that this won’t cause further issues down the 

line. Ie: potential to have a burst pipe with waste in our garden – seriously what a family does 

not ever need.  The potential of having our mature trees dug-up/impacted.  

 Increased noise with having 2 x dwellings behind our section (where we spend a  LOT of our 

family time together playing)  

Conclusion 

Creating a possibility of 10-12 people living on a 720m2 sections seems irresponsible and not in line 

with the community approach and strategy for the Kapiti Coast, let alone for Kaitawa Crescent.  

Perhaps it would be for a different demographic area where this is required and there is a shortage 

of land, however this seems to be a ‘quick fix’ plan by housing New Zealand to meet a quota instead 

of taking into account the surrounding area, consulting with neighbouring properties and just the 

general look/feel of the neighbourhood. Has the architect acutally walked around Kaitawa, viewed 

what the surrounding houses look like? Will this new build fit into the current 

environment/community –I just don’t think so. There seems to be no reason why a single dwelling 

couldn’t be erected.  A dwelling that doesn’t impact neighbouring properties as much, this is a 

community of rate payers who work hard for what we have and have invested our money 

accordingly to support our lifestyles (which, lets ne honest is is no easy task now days). It would be 

hoped that the Kapiti Council would/could relate and ‘protect’ there current rate payers, their 

community, and consistently apply current restrictions, this is the reason why they were initially 

implemented right? 

Hope the above gives something to think about, we love our neighbourhood, love the people here 

on the ‘east side’ of the tracks and would be fairly ‘livid’ if we had to start dealing with people being 

able to stare into our garden and rear of the house, as they would feel inhibited by us staring into 

there’s.  It would also be dis-hearting having the birdlife impacted and mature trees cut-down and 

garden dug up to accommodate something that could be done differently and better in our opinion. 

Kind Regards, be safe & take care. 

Mr & Mrs Peterson  

(AKA Mr Richard Peterson & Miss Stevenie Brinkmann – recently got married in our garden) 

7 Kaitawa Crescent, Paraparaumu, 5032 

 



 

 

 

Note: Pls excuse the scribble – our daughter took it upon herself to draw on it.  



 

 



 

 



 



 

 

 

 

<END> 


